Bureau of Reclamation
2800 Cottage Way, MP-170
Sacramento, Calif. 95825-1898

Summer Biological Resource Surveys
Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Why is the San Joaquin River Restoration Program (SJRRP or Program) conducting these
biological resource surveys?
A: The Program is currently developing and analyzing alternatives as part of the Mendota Pool Bypass
and Reach 2B Improvements Project (Reach 2B Project), a specific project required in the Stipulation of
Settlement and the San Joaquin River Restoration Settlement Act (Public Law 111-11), to improve
channel capacity, provide fish passage, and establish riparian habitat from the Chowchilla Bifurcation
Structure to below the Mendota Pool (generally referred to as Reach 2B). As part of the Reach 2B
Project, the Program needs to develop and analyze the performance of Project alternatives, identify the
impacts of implementing the Project alternatives on biological resources, and identify mitigation measures
that will be implemented by the Program to reduce or avoid these impacts. The Program needs specific
information on the types and locations of biological resources in the area to conduct these analyses.
Q: What is a biological resource survey?
A: A biological resources survey seeks to identify whether sensitive species, potential habitat for sensitive
species, sensitive plants, and sensitive vegetation communities are present. Specific biological resources
are protected under Federal and State laws including the Endangered Species Act and the California
Endangered Species Act. The Program is required by law to reduce or avoid impacts to specific sensitive
biological resources that may result from implementing the Reach 2B Project.
Q: When will the survey take place?
A: With landowner permission, biological surveys will occur for one week between July 10 through August
12, 2011, between dusk and dawn (approximately 5 p.m. and 8 a.m.), with the exception of the start and end
days, when surveys may also occur during normal business hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. This schedule allows
surveys to occur when wildlife is most active. The survey is currently expected to start on Sunday, July 17
and be completed on Friday, July 22. Unfavorable weather conditions (too hot or too cold) may require
rescheduling some surveys.
Q: How will survey results be used?
A: The Bureau of Reclamation and the California Department of Water Resources will use the survey
information in the development and analysis of alternatives for the Reach 2B Project. The information will
also be used to analyze the impacts of the Reach 2B Project on biological and cultural resources and
develop mitigation measures that will be implemented by the Program to reduce or avoid those impacts.
The results of these analyses, including impacts and mitigation measures, will be included in the
Environmental Impact Statement/Report under preparation for the Reach 2B Project. The results will also
be used to obtain the necessary permit and approvals to construct the Reach 2B Project.
Q: What happens if sensitive species are found?
A: The Program will document the resource found and will share this information with the landowner. The
information will be taken into consideration when preparing the environmental document for the Project.
Q: When will I be notified of survey results?
A: It may take some time to analyze and consolidate the information collected following the surveys.
Landowners will be notified of the results of the surveys conducted on their property as soon as the
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information can be analyzed and organized for distribution. Any public release will be in accordance with
the terms and conditions of the Temporary Entry Permit authorized between the landowner and the
Program.
Q: Who can I contact if I have questions or need to reschedule the survey on my property?
A: Contact the Program’s Landowner Coordinator, Craig Moyle, or the field crew point(s) of contact below.
Craig or any of the field survey contacts can answer your questions or get you in contact with the
appropriate person.
Craig Moyle, Landowner Coordinator
Office (operator): 916-924-8844
Office (direct line): 916-418-8248
Mobile: 916-642-6383
Fax: 916-924-9102
Email: craig.moyle@mwhglobal.com
Name: Karen Dulik, Env. Program Manager
CA Department of Water Resources
Role: Survey Lead Biologist
Phone: 559-281-6623
E-mail: kdulik@water.ca.gov

Name: Jessie Golding, Biologist
URS Corporation
Role: Field Team Coordinator
Phone: 858-442-9878
E-mail: jessie_golding@urscorp.com

For additional information, see the SJRRP
website at www.restoresjr.net or contact the
Program’s Landowner Coordinator, Craig Moyle at (916) 418-8248.
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